
Our college carries out teaching and viewing activities of foreign teachers teaching class 

 

Time: 2023-09-19 

 

On the afternoon of September 18, the Joint Teaching Affairs Office of the School of International 

Education organized a teaching viewing activity of foreign teachers in Room 4303 of the fourth 

teaching Building. Attending the event were the Dean of the School of International Education 

Wei Haiqing, the Director of the Academic Affairs Office Zhang Wei and the teachers of the 

relevant Department. 

 

At 2:00 p.m., Aida, a foreign teacher from co-organized program by our college and New College 

of Lanarkshire, UK, held a class in Room 4303 of the fourth teaching Building. The teaching 

content was nursing etiquette and oral team support course, which was translated by Jia Yanmin 

from the nursing Department of our college. 

 

In class, Professor Aida's charming smile, professional and detailed theoretical explanation and 

vivid body language greatly stimulated the students' enthusiasm for learning, and the students 

actively participated in the interaction. The whole class not only reflected the flexibility of foreign 

teachers' guided teaching, but also reflected the student s' learning methods. Professor Aida with 

pure British English, very friendly teaching style, focus and discussion style teaching design, let 

the students really feel the good atmosphere of English teaching, really enter the "foreign" 

classroom. It was highlt praised by the present teachers and students. 

 



 

The students use the correct nursing etiquette - standing posture to say hello to the teacher 

 



 

Professor Aida gave professional and detailed theoretical explanations to the students 

 

 

After the class, Dean Wei Haiqing had an in-depth exchange with Professor Aida, and put forward 

suggestions on the details and improvement of classroom teaching. At the same time, she 

encouraged students to use English to interact with foreign teachers in the future, don't stop 

trying and keep improving. 

 

Through the classroom viewing and discussion activities of foreign teachers teaching class, the 

exchange between the teachers of the two schools was promoted, the teaching ideas of the 

teachers who participated in the activity were inspired, and the teaching effect was improved. At 

the same time, it also enhances the communication between Chinese and foreign teachers in 

teaching, which is conducive to the matching and harmonious progress of both courses, and 

promotes the internationalization of nursing teaching in our college. 


